Mathematics is about progress and adventure and emotion.
-Cédric Villani
University Math Society
Faculty Advisor: Sergei Shabanov

President: Colin Defant
Vice-President: Joseph Park
Treasurer: Diego Rojas
Director of Advertising: Michael Law
Secretary: Eion Blanchard
Director of Intellectual Affairs: Cameron Fraize & Chindu Mohandakumar

Integration Bee
Presented By: Sergei Shabanov

1st place: Jonathan Claus
2nd place: Michael Law
3rd place: Grant Elliot
4th place: Joseph Park
Grand Integrator: Jonathan Claus

Integration Bee Organizers
Colin Defant  Jacob Horn
William Russotto

Math Majors of America Tournament for High School
Colin Defant  Brianna Elizabeth
Tom Beasley  Michael Cory
Kyle Gettig  Michael Law
Peter Lin  Daniel Suen

Spring 2016
Masters of Science
Leo Betthauser
Mike Binder
Liang Chen
Keith Copenhaver
Hang Guan
Lacey Johnson
Douglas Pfeffer
Lorisha Riley
Cayley Robinson

PhD
Benjamin Russo
Nicholas Sharpe
Graduate Degrees Awarded

**Summer 2015**

**Masters of Science**
Hung Nguyen

**PhD**
Daniel Gray
Jay Pantone
William Severa
Tulsi Srinivasan
Juan Torres

**Fall 2015**

**Masters of Science**
Toby Boas
John Corring
Jason Nowell
Raymond Schaub
Celeste Vallejo
Anthony VanDuzer

**MS in Teaching**
Brittany Eichler

**PhD**
Liz Wiggins
Jiajie Zhu

---

**Phi Beta Kappa Inductees**

Presented by: Kevin Knudson

Tanuj Badwal Kayleigh Dvorak
Michael Man-Yui Law Jonathan Lee
Kirollos Masood Allison Ridenour
Jeremy Youngquist

Pi Mu Epsilon
Faculty Advisor: Kevin Knudson

Cameron Fraize Michael Law
Ethan Lynch Kirollos Masood
Nikola Milicevic Kevin Montes
Jasmine Robinson

Putnam Competition Team
Faculty Advisor: Kevin Keating

Colin Defant
Kyle Gettig
Jon Claus

SIAM Gators
Faculty Advisor: William Hager

President: Omar Saucedo
Vice-President: Subhorn Khonthapagdee
Secretary: Alexander Gruber
Treasurer: James Diffenderfer
Webmaster: James Diffenderfer

Outstanding efforts and accomplishments on behalf of the SIAM Gators: James Diffenderfer

**Graduate Mathematics Association**

Faculty Advisors: Philip Boyland, Douglas Cenzer

President: Jason Nowell
Vice President: Douglas Pfeffer
Secretary: Kiara Hall
Treasurer: Darby Smith
Webmaster: Michael Engen
Graduate Student Council: Leo Betthauser
Center for Applied Mathematics Summer Fellowship Award
Faculty Advisors: Philip Boyland, Sergei Pilyugin
Francis Adams and Evan Milliken

University Scholars
Presented by: Douglas Cenzer
Colin Defant
Chindu Mohanakumar

Graduate Student Teaching Awards
Selection Committee: Doug Cenzer, Shu-jen Huang
Konstantina Christodouloupoloulou, Kwailee Chui, Scott Keeran,
Kevin Knudson, Jane Smith, Sherry Tornwall

Certificates of Excellence
Keith Copenhaver
Jason Nowell
Darby Smith
Udeni Wijesooriya

UF Mathematics Graduate Student Teaching Awards
Ash Amarasinghe
Reuben Bernstein-Goff
Chris Cyr
Lorisha Riley
Shahrtash Seyed
Nick Sharpe

UF Graduate Student Teaching Awards
Reuben Bernstein-Goff (UF Winner)

Neil White Excellence in Teaching Award
Presented by: Douglas Cenzer
Jeramiah Hocutt and Benjamin Russo

Robert Long Award
Presented By: Jonathan King
Colin Defant
Jeremy Youngquist

Chat Yin Ho Scholarship
Presented by: Jean Larson
Ali Uncu

Kermit Sigmon Scholarship
Presented by: Rick Smith
Colin Defant

Eleanor Ewing Ehrlich Award
Presented by: Douglas Cenzer
Udeni Wijesooriya

Faculty and Staff Recognition
Chair: Douglas Cenzer

Connie Doby ~ 15 years of service
Jean Larson ~ Thanks for serving Graduate Coordinator
Donna McCracken ~ retirement 32 years of service
Stephen Summers~ retirement 27 years of service
Kevin Knudson ~ Academy of Distinguished Teaching Scholars
Kevin Knudson ~ CLAS Teacher of the Year FY 2015-2016
Margaret Somers~ ALLADi60 Conference
Ali Uncu ~ ALLADi60 Conference
Jeramiah Hocutt ~ Graduate Committee Member
Evan Milliken ~ Graduate Selection Member